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ABSTRACT A

The impact of cyclic loading of the power conversion system of a DWELL BURN

helium-cooled, pulsed tokamak power plant is assessed. Design lira- Iq_120SI_ql--- 2 hr
its or"key components of heat transport systems employing Rankine

and Brayton thermodynamic cycles are quantified based on experi- IZ:
ence in gas-cooled fission reactordesign and operation. Cyclic loads tu.....
due to pulsed tokamak operation are estimated. Expected perfor-
mance of the steam generator is shown to be incompatible with a.
pulsed tokamak operation without load leveling thermal energy stor-
age. The closed cycle gas turbine is evaluated qualitatively based on
performance of existing industrial and aeroderivative gas turbines.
Advances in key technologies which significantly improve prospects
for operation with tokamak fusion plants are reviewed.

TIME

INTRODUCTION Fig.1. Cyclicpoweroutputdueto pulsedoperationof a tokamak
withinductivecurrentdrive.

Recent conceptual studies of steady-state tokamak power
plants [1] have shown the cost of external noninductive cur- full power production is about two minutes. In the following
rent drive to be so significant that it is a major element driving sections, we assess the compatibility of this cyclic output with
plant design and economics. These results motivate re-evalua- operational and design limits of key components of the HTS
tion of the pulsed tokamak, with inductive current drive, as a for a helium-cooled tokamak power plant with Rankine and
fusion power plant. Operation of the pulsed tokamak power Brayton thermodynamic cycles. We conclude by identifying a
plant requires that the heat transport system (HTS) be robust HTS option which appears likely to accommodate pulsed
against transient loading for two fundamental reasons. First, operation.
trade studies show that a significant economic trade-off exists
between power supply costs which increase for shorter dwell CYCLICLOADINGANDTHE RANKINECYCLE
times (higher power required to charge the external trans-
former) and thermal energy storage costs which increase for "Steam cycle" systems based on the Rankine cycle are
longer dwell times (larger capacity required) [2]. These eco- widely developed thermodynamic heat transport systems pos-
nomics may be favorably altered by eliminating the Ioad-lev- sessing a vast industrial base. The steam cycle is the best rep-
eling thermal energy storage and delivering cyclic loads to the resented HTS in conceptual studies of fusion plants (see for
HTS and grid. Second, the probability of off-normal events in example, [1] and [4]). A simplified schematic of a fusion plant
pulsed tokamaks (e.g. failure to restart plasma) may increase steam cycle HTS is shown in Fig. 2. Heat generated by the
with operating frequency. Under such circumstances, stored fusioning plasma is transferred to helium primary coolant
thermal energy may be insufficient to maintain steady output, which is transported to the steam generator. There, heat is

We assume an operating cycle, shown schematically in transferred to water secondary coolant producing steam.
Fig. 1, which is based on preliminary systems code optimiza- Helium flow is maintained in the primary circuit by a motor-
tion [3] in the PULSAR design study. Each cycle is initiated

driven helium circulator. In the secondary circuit, steam is
by a plasma current and pressure ramp, bringing the plant to a transported to a steam turbine system consisting of perhaps
two hour full power producing phase. The power phase is ter- several turbines and steam reheaters. Waste heat is rejected in
minated with a pressure and current ramp, after which the

a condenser. The resulting water is transported back to the
external transformer is recharged and the next cycle is initiat-

steam generator by feedwater pumps.
ed. The "dwell time" between termination and resumption of

*ManuscriptreceivedOctober11,1993.Thisworkwassupportedinpartby theU.S.DepartmentofEnergyunderContractNo.DE-AC03-89ER52153.



HELIUM STEAM um flow rate and feedwater flow rate are ramped down in a
PRIMARY SECONDARY coupled manner at rates near their respective operational lim-
CIRCUIT CIRCUIT its with the objective of decreasing the steam temperature at

O_K/MA_K ] _ its operational limit until the steam generator can be safely

STEAM NERATOR flooded. The strategy we adopt for control of the HTS during
GENERATOR the tokamak dwell is to maintain static (full power) helium4

STEAM temperature at the blanket outlet by controlling the flow rate./

_HEL ]l TURBINE Considering a simple lumped model for the tokamak blanket,
the helium flow rate v(t) required to maintain constant outlet

IUM CONDENSER temperature is given by,
/-'-_C_CULATOR I

.L] -" __ v(t)/v 0 = exp(-t/x) (!)FEEDWATER
PUMP

where v0 is the flow rate at initiation of the dwell period, x is

Fig.2. Asimplifiedschematicof the tokamaksteam cycleheattrans- a blanket thermal time constant determined by the blanket
port system. Design limitsof the steam generator constrain composition, geometry, and thermalhydraulics. Operational
circulatorandfeedwaterpumpoperation, limits impose the following constraints,

We use design and operational experience obtained from t l < 3x , (2)
the development of the Modular High Temperature Gas-
cooled Reactor (MHTGR) fission reactor as a basis [5] for Id(in v/v0)/dtl < 0.01/s , (3)

estimating operational limits for expected components of a where t I is the length of the dwell period. Equation (2) is
fusion HTS. This is reasonable because the helium properties, obtained by inverting Eq. (1) and solving tor the time at which
pressure 7 MPa, temperature 700°C, and component sizes in 5% of lull flow is achieved (an optimistic limit for the thresh-
the MHTGR are similar to those expected for helium-cooled old of boiling instability). Equation (3) is derived from Eq. (1)
fusion tokamaks. A review of the basis for the most restrictive by imposing the circulator speed ramp rate limit (1%/s). To
operational limits, summarized in Table I, revealed the limits quantify these results, we consider the ARIES-IV SiC/Li20
to be driven by material limits of the steam generator, blanket [6] which has a thermal time constant "c= 20 s. The

Specifically, feedwater/steam temperature ramp limits are flow rate schedule required to maintain static outlet helium
driven by fatigue considerations of the bi-metallic weld which temperature, i.e. Eq. (1), and the limiting flow rate schedule
joins the ferritic alloy initial superheater to the austenitic final satisfying Eq. (3) are shown in Fig. 3. From Eq. (2) the mini-
superheater of the steam generator. The steam generator must mum feedwater flow rate limits dwell time to about 1 minute.
be replaced after 300-400 events in which this limit is exceed- More important, Eq. (3) indicates that circulator ramp rate
ed. Limits on minimum feedwater flow and changes in feed- limits the blanket constant to about 100 seconds which is well
water flow rate and circulator speed are enforced to avoid in excess of the estimated blanket time constant.
boiling instability, which causes tube dryout and damage.

MHTGR design practices provide 10% margin and limit feed- 1.0 _'"'.'"'".....

water flow to 25% or greater for partial power operation. \ "'"'-..Given these limits, the impact of cyclic loading of a pulsed _ 0.8 CirculatorDesignLimit
tokamak power plant can be quantified. We consider the tran- \IZ

sient from termination of fusion power output to the initiation ¢o 0.6 \ Flowratefor'""......
of the next power producing phase. This phase is somewhat ,'r" \ ConstantHelium ""..... .
analogous to an MHTGR reactor trip from 100% power, in "_ \Temperature ..........."" 0.4
which control rod insertions rapidly terminate fission power .o _\ Minimum ................
output. Responding to the termination of fission power, hell- _ _. FlowRate

u. 0.2 _ow)
Table I

System Property Operational Limit 0.0 , , ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' t ' ' '
0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Feedwater/steam temperature rise +2°C/min
during startup and load increase TimeAfterLoadInterruption(s)

Feedwater/steam temperature drop -2°C/min Fig.3. Heliumflowrateschedulesduringloadinterruption.Thesolid
during shutdown and load decrease lineindicatestheapproximateschedulerequiredto maintain
Change of feedwater flow rate 0.5%/s staticheliumtemperatureatsteamgeneratorinlet. Onsetof

boilinginstabilitylimitsinterruptionto one minute. The
Circulator speed rate of change l%/s dashedlineindicatesthe lowerboundof designbasisflow
Minimum feedwater flow -15% of full flow rateschedules.



These estimates of transient response to load interruption HELIUMCOOLANT

suggest that a pulsed, helium-cooled tokamak power plant ,_ OR_-'_'r ]

without load-leveling thermal energy storage is incompatible GENERAT

with the steam cyc,e HTS. This is due to the short therma, _<A_M__ _fL_ I __O

time constant ftens of seconds) of the fusion blanket which URBINE
results in rapid decay of thermal power delivered to the steam

R
generator. In comparison, thermal time constant of the
graphite core MHTGR is an order of magnitude longer. The .......

thermal time constant may be taken as a measure of the diffi- _g_ R_I__"_p __culty of controlling heat delivered to the steam generator. The RECOOLER

short thermal time constant of the fusion blanket generically FROIq_-_ 1 il_Z_ ]
impacts load control of tokamaks-pulsed or steady state--dur- HEATSINK COMPRESSOR FROM
ing startup, shut-down, or partial power operation. HEATSINK
Consequently, control of the tokamak heat transport system
can be expected to be more difficult and requirements of con- Fig. 4. A simplified schematic of an intercooled/recuper-
trolled component performance, more demanding, than those ated closed-cycle gas turbine heat transport sys-

tem. Use of a single phase working fluid and Ioca-
pertaining to the MHTGR. tion of the major heat exchanger after prime

mover enhances compatibility with cyclic loading.

CYCLICLOADINGANDTHEBRAYTONCYCLE
steam cycle, the gas turbine appears to be very robust against

Gas turbine heat transport systems based on the Brayton cyclic loading. In the Brayton cycle, the major heat exchanger
Cycle have been developed since the late 1930s. Open-cycle is located after the prime mover (in the lower temperature
gas turbine power systems have been extensively deployed in region) rather than before it (in the higher temperature region)

peaking power plants, jet engines, and marine propulsion, as is the case with the Rankine cycle. The most significant
Closed-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power systems have been operational limit appears to be the helium temperature ramp
subject to more modest development [7]. By providing prima- rate during plasma start-up. This limit is due to blade/casing
ry coolant containment and eliminating the intermediate heat interference caused by differential thermal expansion. Fossil
exchanger (required tk)r the indirect open cycle), the CCGT fired open cycle gas turbines of similar size achieve loading
appears to be more suitable than open-cycle options for fusion ramp rates of 25%/min. of full power. The ramp rates are not
applications. The introduction of a new generation of intrinsic limits of the gas turbine, but rather a consequence of
advanced high efficiency industrial gas turbines for power properties such as limits of materials selected on the basis of
generation 1150-200 MWfe)] together with the development economic criteria. Propulsion and electric power systems
of compact, highly effective recuperators [8] and magnetic based on industrial gas turbine and jet engine technologies
bearings [9] in the 1980s has substantially improved expected driven by more severe performance criteria appear to be more
fusion plant efficiency. Previous studies 110] indicated that relevant to fusion applications. State-of the-art production
thermodynamic efficiencies of about 50% were accessible units. 25-50 MW(e), have accumulated a performance history
with helium temperatures of 1000°C. Employing the newly in excess of 11 million hours in service and have demonstrat-
developed gas turbine, recuperator, and bearing technologies, ed reliability and durability with typical major refurbishment
comparable efficiencies could be achieved with high pressure, accomplished after 50,000 hours of cyclic service [1 ! 1. This
highly recuperated/intercooled cycle and helium temperatures represents a reasonable prototype base for fusion applications,
of 850°C. These developments taken with prospects for high where we anticipate a configuration of four independent

250 MW(e) power conversion units operating with majortemperature ceramic fusion blankets provide an attractive
basis for employing the CCGT for fusion power conversion, maintenance intervals corresponding with fusion blanket

A simplified schematic of an intercooled CCGT power change-out (61,000 hours). These CCGT technologies are
conversion system is shown in Fig. 4. High temperature hell- being incorporated in the gas turbine design tor the baseload
um is transported from the tokamak to the gas turbine which power generating MHTGR (GT-MHR), which could serve as

a demonstration facility for HTS components ot'a fusiondrives both the electric generator and helium compressor.
Helium then passes through the recuperator, exchanging much plant,
of the remaining heat to colder, compressed helium. The heli-
um then passes through the precooler, compressor, and is CONCLUSIONS
reheated in the recuperator before entering the tokamak.

Because of the limited deployment of the CCGT, applic- Tokamak power plants with inductively sustained plasma
able design limits are less well defined. However, experience current produce cyclic fusion power output. The impacts of
with open cycle gas turbines in electricity generation and cyclic loading of the heat transport system have been assessed
propulsion applications provide the basis for a qualitative to answer in part the broader questions of the necessity of
assessment ot" the impact of cyclic loading. Relative to the thermal energy storage tbr the pulsed tokamak power plant



and the robustness of the HTS subject to off-normal events, the tokamak heat transport system can be expected to occur on

Confining the scope to helium-cooled tokamaks, three key a similar time scale. Control of the tokamak heat transport

findings are evident. First, heat transport systems based on the system can be expected to be more difficult and requirements

Rankine cycle appear to be incomt,atible with cyclic loading of componen! performance, more demanding, than those per-

generated by the pulsed tokamak. The design limits of steam taining to the MHTGR.
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